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CANCER RESEARCH: Translational Research and the Role of
Implementation Science
This PIP Digest looks at the role of translational research in accelerating the process
of turning emerging discoveries into new cancer interventions and improving the
healthcare system.
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Everyone wants new cancer and health research findings to get out of the laboratory and into the “real world” as
quickly as is safely possible. Translational research helps speed the journey from basic science to real-world practice
— commonly described as moving from “bench to bedside” and from “bedside to community.”

The translational research pipeline moves promising findings from the laboratory to testing in humans via progressive
clinical studies. From there, things move into the health system and ultimately to broad-scale implementation for larger
populations. (See diagram on following page.) Simply put, translational research moves from “Could this intervention
work?” to “Does this intervention work?” and finally to, “How do we make this intervention work?” 1
The bench-to-bedside approach works in both directions: basic scientists provide clinicians with new interventions, and
as clinicians use and assess these tools, their observations about the nature and progression of cancer drive new basic
research.

Over the past decade, Canadian cancer research funding organizations have invested more in translational research.
The Canadian Institutes of Health Research, the Ontario Institute for Cancer Research, the Canadian Cancer Society, and
The Terry Fox Research Institute are notable leaders in funding early-stage translational research.
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Implementation Science
Implementation science, also known as “knowledge translation,” is the study of “methods to promote the systematic
uptake of research findings and other evidence-based practices into routine practice, and, hence, to improve the
quality and effectiveness of health services.” 2 (See phases 3 and 4 below.)

The Translational Research Continuum

Translation from basic science to human studies

Translation of new data into clinic & health decision making

Adapted from: http://tri.uams.edu/about-tri-2/what-is-translational-research/

Successfully implementing new treatments, devices, and practices requires understanding new needs and
requirements, economic consequences, and long-term impacts on the health system. Healthcare workers must also
have a plan to “de-implement” (stop) interventions and practices that turn out to be problematic or of low value.

Implementation science usually involves research teams, approaches, and methods, separate from those of clinical
research. These teams can include health services researchers, economists, sociologists, anthropologists, organizational
scientists, and operational partners including administrators, front-line clinicians, and patients and caregivers. 3
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Implementation science is critical for promoting “learning health systems.” This term describes how healthcare
organizations use the data they gather from clinical practice to guide improvements in care rapidly and responsively. 4
This kind of “rapid-learning health system” provides systematic principles and methods to help healthcare
organizations make effective, lasting changes.

Application of the CFIR

The “Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research” 5 (CFIR), a common tool for implementation research,
systematizes the many considerations involved in implementing an innovation or new intervention. The framework
considers the intervention itself, as well as the implementation process, the settings, and characteristics of the people it
involves.

Example: A recent UK publication used the CFIR to help understand the perspectives of family doctors and patients
regarding a new electronic “clinical-decision support tool.” The tool is designed to help doctors assess skin lesions and
identify patients at risk of skin cancer. 6 The framework revealed complexity behind what, at first blush, seemed like a
relatively straightforward process. For example, the nuances of patients’ needs, the attitudes of family physicians, the
extent to which the assessment tool was being incorporated into day-to-day practices, were just some of the important
factors influencing implementation.

Patient Involvement Across the Translational Continuum
Patients are important players across the spectrum of translational cancer research.

“…the practical arguments to involve patients seem to be very relevant to the aim of enhancing ‘translation’
in research…Using the experiential knowledge of patients during each stage of the translational process can
make the resulting innovation more relevant and more usable for patients, and it could enhance the impact
it has on patients’ quality of life in a positive way…” 7
Patients can: 8,9
•

assist in agenda setting, problem solving, and hypothesis construction
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

provide feedback on the design of medical devices and technologies
provide input into the design of clinical trial design, in areas such as the consent processes, outcome measures,
etc.
define treatment targets and set priorities
assist with trial recruitment
identify ethical issues, risks and burdens, and cultural and societal impacts
advise on adaptations for health service delivery
help set the agenda for health services research and implementation science
advocate for effective implementation science

View these videos to get a better understanding of translational research and implementation science:
•
•
•
•

Harvard Catalyst. Understanding the Spectrum of Translational Research. (YouTube) February 5, 2015 [3:20
minutes] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAblbUmyQgk
NIH National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences. Biomedical Translation. (YouTube) June 4, 2019 [3:13
minutes] https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=186&v=TnHLo-hCssg
Ontario Centre of Excellence for Child and Youth Mental Health. The art and science of implementation.
(YouTube) March 5, 2014 [3:54 minutes] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izkXtw1tDeg
Healthy Dialogues/Intermountain Healthcare. 4-steps to a Learning Healthcare System. (YouTube) June 1, 2016.
[2:22 minutes] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAUXUqEyJDY

The Ontario Institute for Cancer Research published a series of five videos on its Translational Research Initiatives in
2017. These collaborative, large-scale, multi-institutional projects bring together laboratory and clinician scientists to
advance research for the improvement of cancer patient outcomes. These videos are available from links within this
page of their website: https://oicr.on.ca/research-portfolio/. Projects focus on acute leukemia, brain cancer, ovarian
cancer, pancreatic cancer, and immuno-oncology.
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